A micromachined piezoelectric microgripper for manipulation of micro/nanomaterials.
Micro/nanomaterials and devices have attracted great interest in recent years because of their extensive application prospects in almost all kinds of fields. However, the manipulations of the material at the micro/nanoscale, such as the separation or transfer of a micro/nano-object in the process of assembling micro/nanodevices, are quite difficult. In this paper, we present a micromachined micro-gripper made of photoresist material (SU-8) and driven by piezoelectric Pb(Mg,Nb)O3-PbTiO3 single crystal pieces. In order to keep two grasping jaws of the micro-gripper operating in the same plane at the micro/nanometer scale, a fine circular flexure hinge was fabricated for elastically connecting them together. After introducing the interface effect, the relationship between the opening stroke of two jaws and the applied voltage was developed and then confirmed by finite element simulation. The micro-gripper was finally installed on a six degree of freedom stage for performing a pick-up, release, and transfer manipulation of a 2 μm ZnO micro-fiber. The presented piezoelectric micro-gripper shows a great potential for the precise manipulation of a single piece of micro/nanomaterial for micro/nanodevices' assembling.